The application of convolution neural network based cell segmentation during cryopreservation.
For most of the cells, water permeability and plasma membrane properties play a vital role in the optimal protocol for successful cryopreservation. Measuring the water permeability of cells during subzero temperature is essential. So far, there is no perfect segmentation technique to be used for the image processing task on subzero temperature accurately. The ice formation and variable background during freezing posed a significant challenge for most of the conventional segmentation algorithms. Thus, a robust and accurate segmentation approach that can accurately extract cells from extracellular ice that surrounding the cell boundary is needed. Therefore, we propose a convolutional neural network (CNN) architecture similar to U-Net but differs from those conventionally used in computer vision to extract all the cell boundaries as they shrank in the engulfing ice. The images used was obtained from the cryo-stage microscope, and the data was validated using the Hausdorff distance, means ± standard deviation for different methods of segmentation result using the CNN model. The experimental results prove that the typical CNN model extracts cell borders contour from the background in its subzero state more coherent and effective as compared to other traditional segmentation approaches.